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Simply XML November 2017 Newsletter
This is the Simply XML Newsletter written by Doug Gorman, CEO of Simply XML, often under the
counsel of his canine colleague, Frank.
We welcome our new friends from STC, DITA Europe, and Lavacon. We hope you enjoy these
newsletters, but if you want to opt out, please unsubscribe at the bottom of the page. We would love to
hear your comments. Email us at hello@simplyxml.com.

A Question and the Answer
Frank: Hey Doug. Welcome back from the Fall Conference season. How was it?
Doug: We met a lot of new people who are interested in modern content management. However, it was
frustrating to hear technical people talk about the complexity of actually implementing DITA or XML.
There were many stories of failed attempts to move an XML architecture beyond the Technical
Publications group. A speaker at Lavacon actually talked about why DITA will fail!. So, Frank, here is the
question:

The Question: How can an
organization achieve structural and
cognitive consistency across the
enterprise to achieve reuse and
publishing flexibility?
Frank: Did you have any answers?
Doug: Well, I did. I gave my presentations after listening to presenters talk about how they have
implemented a very complicated (and presumably expensive) DITA content architecture . I'm afraid I was
a bit of a contrarian.
Frank: Did you tell people about our "Keep It Simple Smart-person" approach?
Doug: Of course. I was able to draw a graph that summarized how the issue of complexity relates to
both ease of use and enterprise success. Here's a picture of those graphs and for the quantitatively
inclined, I have two simple theorems.
Frank: Your font could use a bit of work, but the concept is great.

Theorem #1--As Complexity Increases,
Ease of Use Declines
Organizations need an XML architecture to improve content development and management. Many
organizations have failed in their DITA implementations because they assumed that the granularity of
XML and the tools embraced by technical people were just what was needed for enterprise
implementation. Many had the explicit or implicit assumption that entire organizations would need to
adopt complex XML editors. As you know, Frank, we have seen enterprise departments walk away from
DITA as a result of mis-aligned goals, cost, and complexity. We work in some organizations where
different people use different tools based on their needs and skills. We can even round-trip specialized
DITA to Content Mapper and back to the repository.

Theorem #2--As Complexity Increases,
Enterprise Success Declines
Simply XML is focused on improving enterprise content. At Lavacon, Rob Hanna at Precision Content
talked about a 2017 survey that found that 62% of respondents using DITA were dissatisfied. This is
disturbing when you realize that most DITA implementations that were surveyed are in the technical
groups rather than at the enterprise level. I am totally convinced that this is not a problem with XML or
DITA, but rather with the way technical people have implemented DITA in their groups and
beyond. Simply XML has found that XML, either Simply DITA or Simply Structured can be implemented
simply and appropriately across the enterprise. It may scare some in knowing that more than half of our
customers only use DITA Topic and DITA Map -- and they never have to see the DITA XML! Our
customer organizations would rather have XML hidden and underneath than visible and not used.

The Answer

Doug: The answer is to implement an XML-based architecture underneath content so that non-technical
staff can create appropriate content in the tools they already use. Of course I mentioned that our
software and approach meets the needs of enterprise authors who use Microsoft Word.
Frank: Nice job, Doug. Do you want a cookie?
Doug: I'll pass on the dog cookie, but I'll also tell you, Frank, that in the conference scavenger hunt our
question was, "Who is the Simply XML Muse?" In asbsentia, you are now even more useful and famous,
Frank!

Let us show you the positive impact we can have on your
content management with a simple, elegant, value-based,
enterprise solution!

A Great Offer from Simply XML
STC recently asked us to do a Webinar about implementing a modern content management solution with
XML and Microsoft Word. We called the webinar "Taming the Beast that is Microsoft Word." It was wellreceived and we will be introducing a new structured writing program in another STC program at the end
of this month.
Based on positive feedback about Taming the Beast, we have offered participants a chance to try
structured authoring and structured mark-up. We want to make the same offer to our Simply XML
Newsletter audience.

www.simplyxml.com

Now it is your turn to
"Tame the Beast that is Microsoft Word"

Let's Get Started with a Ground-Breaking Offer:
Thanks for attending our recent webinar. A number of webinar participants have asked how they can
move forward right now to
Get full control of Microsoft Word,
Immediately realize the advantages of single source publishing beyond the technical areas, and
Reuse content easily and efficiently.
We know that you have limited time, people resources, and budget. So here is our offer:
For up to 20 enterprise authors and managers Simply XML will provide::
1. Two hours of consulting with your managers to discuss your organizations's specific objectives
so we can provide the best configuration of training and software to meet your needs.
2. Subscription licenses for Content Mapper, our Word to XML authoring tool, with one of our
document structures -- Simply DITA or Simply Structured.

3. PC-based File System Repository and/or a connector to SharePoint, SQL, or one of our
supported CMSs.
4. In two sessions about a week apart where authors will receive 6-8 hours of Instructor-led, webbased training in, "Creating Great Structured Content with Content Mapper and Simply XML."
5. A two-hour participant follow up meeting to answer questions and help you move forward.
6. Four hours of follow-on consulting services that can be used to further customize the
configuration, develop custom templates or fragments, and/or facilitate custom publishing
requirements.
7. Reasonable telephone and email support for a named power user through the end of 2018
The cost is only $5000 and can be scheduled during the remainder of 2017 or in the First Quarter of
2018.
Let us know of your interest and scheduling preferences by emailing us at info@simplyxml.com.

You will gain in many ways because you will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

separate content authoring from publishing
structure your content as Topics with information typing to support clarity and reader performance
never see the XML/DITA that enables reuse and flexible publishing
be able to author and publish as a more productive team
adopt a useful information standard and get control of Microsoft Word
and more......

But you will lose:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the content that your information consumers find hard to understand
your substantial desktop publishing costs
editing costs associated with a cut and paste approach to content reuse
costs associated with publishing from multiple sources to PDF, HTML, EPub, and more
your inability to work with other parts of your organization that have adopted XML/DITA
your silo-driven inability to share content between your various departments including technical
publications, IT, marketing, training, compliance, and more.

Remember-- It doesn't have to be complicated or expensive,
it is Simply XML.
STC members can join STC and Simply XML for our
upcoming webinar on Structured Writing.

Simply Tips and Tricks
All of our newsletters provide quick tips
and tricks to help you simplify the XML
world and beyond. Our tip for
November involves learning. During
this holiday season, Simply XML is
always thankful for our customers, staff,
partners, canine colleagues, and much
more.

In Life:
Try to learn something new, interesting,
or useful every day.

IN XML:
Simply XML recognizes the need for
organizations to adopt both structured
writing and structured mark-up. To
help, we have developed a new class
on structured writing. If you are an
STC member you will receive an
invitation to this webinar titled "Bringing

Your Structured Writing System into
2017 and Beyond." STC members can
join the webinar at no charge. If you
miss the webinar or are not an STC
member look for a link to the video on
our web site in early December.

There's a reason we call it Simply XML.
Simply XML provides simple, easy to use solutions for creating and publishing great content. Creating, managing, and publishing content with
our XML editor, Content Mapper, minimizes costs and ensures efficiency across your organization. Learn more at www.simplyxml.com.

Request a Free Trial of Content Mapper
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